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Abstract—A real-time traffic management policy that integrates traffic signal control and multi-commodity routing of connected vehicles in networks with multiple destinations is developed. The proposed policy is based on a multi-commodity formulation of the store-and-forward model and assumes all vehicles are able to exchange information with the infrastructure. Vehicles share information about their current location and final destination. Based on this information, the strategy determines both optimized signal timings at every intersection and vehicle-specific routing information at every link of the network. The control actions, i.e., signal times and routing information, are updated at every cycle and delivered by a finite horizon optimal control problem cast into a rolling horizon framework. The underlying optimization problem is convex, and thus the method is suitable for real-time operation in large networks. The method is validated via a micro-simulation study in networks with up to twenty intersections and, in all simulations, outperforms a real-time traffic-responsive signal control strategy that is based on a single-commodity store-and-forward model. The scalable computation effort for increasing network sizes and prediction horizon confirms the computational efficiency of the method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the evolving vehicle automation and communication technology, an increasing share of vehicles is able to exchange information via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication architectures. New and enhanced traffic management strategies such as ramp metering, platooning, traffic information and routing, and dynamic pricing for managed lanes may benefit of this emerging scenario with connected vehicles [1] due to the access to data and information not available before.

Traditional traffic signal control strategies rely on rough assumptions of traffic routing, being usually captured indirectly by link specific turning rates. Several strategies attempted to close this gap by considering dynamic traffic assignment based on user equilibrium [2], [3]. In this scenario, the control strategy considers the individual choice behavior, but cannot act on it. The approach followed here, however, is to tackle the traffic signal control and routing problem simultaneously by benefiting from V2I communication to provide both signal times and routing in multi-destination networks with connected vehicles [4], [5].

The proposed traffic management strategy is based on the store-and-forward modelling approach previously used for traffic-responsive signal control in urban road networks [6]–[10]. More specifically, we extend the rolling horizon single-commodity traffic signal control strategy [9] with a multi-commodity formulation [11]. Vehicles at each link are identified as different commodities according to their intended destination. Then, signal times and routing information are computed in real-time. Signal times are provided via traffic lights while routing is delivered to the vehicles via V2I in the form of destination-specific turning rates for every road link in the network. This information is used to guide vehicles (drivers) by informing their next downstream destination (road link) once they arrive on a given link. Control decisions are taken at every cycle based on a rolling horizon control approach, allowing the possibility of re-routing vehicles and updating signal times in real-time in response to disturbances.

The control problem is formulated as a convex optimization program whereby solutions are obtained in polynomial time even for large-scale networks [12]. The proposed policy is especially suitable for a likely forthcoming scenario in which vehicles will be connected, but not necessarily fully automated, and able to exchange information via V2I communication.

In summary, the contributions to the state-of-the-art are:

• A novel mathematical formulation of the store-and-forward model for integrated multi-commodity traffic signal control and routing with connected vehicles;
• A convex optimization program to solve the formulated problem via rolling horizon in polynomial time by generic solvers and therefore suitable for real-time operation;
• A scheme to operationalize the control decisions into specific routing of individual vehicles, while the underlying formulation is based on a macroscopic model;
- An application of the proposed strategy via a micro-simulation study, which models features not captured by the underlying macroscopic control model.

Section II reviews related work. Section III develops the multi-commodity formulation for the traffic signal control and routing problem. It also discusses the scheme to operationalize routing. Section IV presents a micro-simulation case study of the proposed strategy for three grid networks of varying sizes and demand scenarios. Finally, Section V provides conclusions and directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In early attempts to tackle the combined traffic signal control and routing problem from a control systems perspective (see, e.g., [13], [14]), connected vehicles were not considered. This is mainly attributed to the limited vehicular communication capabilities and roadside infrastructure to allow real-time data exchange via V2V and V2I architectures. To overcome this problem, [13], [14] pursued a decentralized approach. The travel times along a link were assumed fixed. A control law with the objective of reducing total delay was then derived for a multi-destination network based on the concept of cost-to-go from an origin link to a destination link by taking as input the queues at the links at the start of the traffic cycle. The signal times are calculated by an optimal control based on the same principles employed by [6] for a model of a single intersection. The delays induced by red lights in traffic signals are used as a component in the calculation of routing. The resulting strategy combining traffic signal control and routing was demonstrated to be capable of reducing link queues for a network with four intersections. The nature of the methods used for deriving the control laws, renders the method little demanding computationally.

Another decentralized approach was introduced by [15], in this case assuming connected vehicles and perfect communication. They departed from a single-commodity to a multi-commodity formulation in the context of back-pressure-based traffic control methods. The back-pressure single-commodity formulation for traffic signal control activates pre-timed phases, instead of affecting phase duration, according to the “pressure” exerted by queues at intersection approaches. In the multi-commodity formulation there is one commodity per destination, i.e., queues are known per link and per destination similar to what we propose in Section III. In this way, two new back-pressure algorithms were developed to handle both signal phase activation and routing in a decoupled manner. In other words, the solutions are combined instead of integrated into a single problem. Moreover, since the algorithms are decentralized, decisions are taken and applied locally with knowledge of adjacent queues only, thereby being rather efficient computationally. Routes are updated dynamically at every intersection and communicated to the vehicles. The back-pressure algorithms were evaluated in microsimulation for a realistic network with twenty-four intersections and constant demand. Vehicles were distributed more evenly across the network when compared to the single-commodity case, improving congestion, throughput and travel times. The method was extended by [16] to take into account, roughly, the time needed for a vehicle to cross a road section. The microsimulation results for a grid network with sixteen intersections and time-varying demand has shown an improvement over the previous formulation. The scheme to operationalize aggregated turning rates into specific decisions for individual vehicles proposed in our study is conceptually similar to the one used in [16].

An iterative approach was proposed by [17]. Based on origin and destination (OD) information, current traffic signal plans and current travel times in the network, a routing problem is solved, followed by the solution of a traffic signal problem based on traffic flow distribution and queue lengths at the intersection. The resulting signal plan is used by the routing control in the next iteration. The design is modular, allowing different combinations of routing strategy and traffic signal control. The authors proposed a dynamic routing strategy based on varying and stochastic travel times in the solution of a shortest path problem. They also proposed two traffic signal control strategies, one of them a modified max-pressure algorithm. Thus, while the routing control is performed globally, the signal control is decentralized as in the previous approaches. All inputs are obtained from connected vehicles and infrastructure via V2I communication. The strategies were evaluated in microsimulation and by the use of a communication network simulator for the vehicular communication. The approach showed improvements in a $3 \times 10$ grid network. However, although the decentralized signal control is rather efficient, the routing optimization computational times increase as the cube of the number of intersections.

A centralized approach based on a macroscopic model with the goal of minimizing total time spent was proposed by [4]. The work is an extension of a previous Linear Quadratic Model Predictive Control [18] that was not able to preserve the correct OD relations, thus sending vehicles to the wrong destination. An enhanced macroscopic model and an heuristic are included to preserve OD relations rendering the method more suitable for multi-destination networks. The method was tested for a synthetic network modelled with a macroscopic model including two intersections, one expressway and seven OD pairs. The results showed an improvement in traffic conditions, close to system optimal, and that the approach was able to preserve OD relations. The computational times were suitable for real time operation, and it is expected that specifically designed algorithms may reduce computation times even further.

Another proposed approach was to adjust route-choice in a first stage, either off-line or in real-time, and account for it when adjusting signal timing. In [5] drivers are informed about prevailing conditions and undertake the shortest path updated on a node by node basis. A decentralized controller then computes signal plans based on route-choice information captured through turning ratios. In [19] routes between each OD are enumerated and the proportion of the demand in each route are assigned based on the path-size logit model [20]. A traffic plan is obtained through a multiobjective approach considering concomitantly throughput, delay, and traffic safety through a rolling-horizon approach. The multiobjective concept was also followed by [21] where they develop a reinforcement learning approach for real-time traffic signal control.
Compared to the macroscopic models used so far, [22] followed a rather different approach. The well known space-time network model for routing is used along with an analogous phase-time network model proposed by the own authors, leading to a so called space-phase-time hypernetwork model formulation. The resulting model is roughly a microscopic model with each vehicle being an agent and having a detailed representation of intersections. Reliable two-way communication is assumed between vehicles and infrastructure. The original formulation is decomposed in two sub-problems, one for traffic signal and the other for routing, by the use of Lagrangian relaxations so as to reduce the computational time required for optimization. Still, the decomposed formulation retained explicit coupling opposed to some previous strategies that relied on decoupling (or ad-hoc coupling). The solution of the problem employs a dynamic programming algorithm specifically tailored for the decomposed problem and is suitable for use in a parallel computing setting. The time required for the solution is in the order of minutes for a grid network with nine intersections. Nevertheless, it represents quite an achievement for such a detailed model.

In this work, we derive the controller based on a multi-commodity macroscopic traffic flow model similar to the multi-destination approach by [4]. This work is distinguished by the fact that our model can be cast into a convex optimization problem which allows us to obtain optimal signal times and route information without resorting to heuristics as done by [4]. This also allows the application of the method in larger networks. Compared to approaches based on the back-pressure algorithm [16], [17], the method proposed here considers the entire network when computing control actions and coordinates accordingly, thereby avoiding locally optimal policies that may not improve the system performance.

### III. Multi-Commodity Signal Control and Routing

In this section we propose a real-time traffic management policy that integrates multi-commodity traffic signal control and routing of connected vehicles in multi-destination vehicular ad-hoc networks, through a novel multi-commodity formulation of the store-and-forward modeling paradigm.

#### A. Multi-Commodity Store-and-Forward Modelling

In the store-and-forward modeling paradigm (see, e.g., [8], [9]) each road segment is modeled as a queue of vehicles (the store part) and discharged vehicles are transferred directly to downstream queues (the forward part). The queues are bounded and vehicles are not able to join a link if its associated queue is full. This model captures the main aspects of urban traffic such as the initiation of congestion (queues grow if the incoming flow exceeds the maximum outflow), propagation (if the queue reaches its maximum, it blocks the flow in the upstream roads), and dissipation (queues decrease if the incoming flow is lower than the prevailing outflow).

The mathematical notation in this article is summarized in Table I. The urban network is represented by a directed graph defined by a set of links, \( Z \), and a set of intersections, \( J \). A link \( z \in Z \) is a directed connection between two intersections. The formulation is discrete in time, with time \( t = kT, k \in \{0, 1, \ldots, K\} \) the discrete time step, \( T \) the time step length, and \( K \) the horizon length in number of steps. The green times \( g_{j,i}(k) \) of stage \( i \) at intersection \( j \) are constrained by the cycle time \( C \) and lost time \( L_j \) \( ^1 \):

\[
\sum_{i \in F_j} g_{j,i}(k) + L_j = C, \tag{1}
\]

with \( F_j \) the set of stages in intersection \( j \) in \( J \). Moreover, stages are subject to a minimum green time \( g_{\min}^{\text{min}} \):

\[
g_{j,i}(k) \geq g_{\min}^{\text{min}}, \quad i \in F_j, \ j \in J. \tag{2}
\]

\( ^1 \)Notation: Here and in the rest of the paper all equations are assumed to hold for all \( k = 0, \ldots, K - 1 \), unless otherwise stated.
The proposed multi-commodity approach considers different vehicle types traveling in a single link based on given properties or characteristics. To this end, each possible destination is considered as a different commodity, i.e., vehicles are classified by their intended destination properties or characteristics. To this end, each possible destination vehicle types traveling in a single link based on given

\[ q_{\text{in},z}^d(k) = \sum_{i \in I_j} q_{i,z}^d(k), \quad z \in Z, j \in J, d \in D, \]

where \( I_j \subset Z \) is the set of incoming links of intersection \( j \in J \), and \( j^U \subset J \) is the upstream intersection of link \( z \). The effective green times, \( G_{z,m}^d \), cannot exceed the total stage times and are always non-negative, thus:

\[ G_{z,m}^d > 0, \quad z \in S_Z, \quad d \in D, \quad m \in O_j, \quad j = j^U, \quad d \in D, \]

with \( V_z \subseteq F_j \) the set of stages that give right of way (r.o.w.) to link \( z \in I_j \).

Although vehicles are divided into different commodities, the storage capacity at link \( z \), \( x^z_{\text{max}} \), is shared among all commodities within the link, that totals to \( x_z \). All movements receive r.o.w. in the same stage for a given link. In the case of a different stage set for a left-turn movement having right of way at different stages, the left pocket can be modeled as a different link. The state variables are bounded as follows:

\[ x_z^d(k) > 0, \quad z \in Z, \quad d \in D, \]

\[ x_z^d(k) \leq x^z_{\text{max}}, \quad z \in Z. \]

The key feature of the pursued multi-commodity approach, compared to single-commodity formulations (see, e.g., [8], [9]), is that the destination turning rates at the network links are control variables, thus downstream inflows are not computed with respect to constant/pre-specified turning movement rates.

We assume that offsets and cycle times are constant or can be obtained in parallel by other algorithms as in [7].

**B. Integrated Signal Control and Routing via Rolling Horizon**

Next, an optimal control problem cast into a rolling horizon structure is presented with the prediction model, the objective function, and the control and prediction horizons.

1) Prediction Model: the multi-commodity formulation of the store-and-forward model proposed in the previous section serves as a prediction model and is used to solve the integrated signal control and routing by a rolling horizon approach [23]. The control and prediction horizons are assumed to be equal. In general, the horizon length is a trade-off depending on different factors including the network size, demand, and
computational effort. With an accurate model for prediction, a longer horizon improves performance at the expense of higher computation times. On the other hand, if the model is not as accurate, a longer horizon can lead to an erratic behavior due to the mismatch between the predicted and the realized states. In this case, the controller plans actions for the following time steps that will prove inadequate in the future. In turn, this leads to another sequence of actions to correct the previous inadequate actions that might also be inadequate and so on.

2) Objective Function: the objective function aims to reduce the risk of over-saturation and spill-back, so that \( x_z(k) \leq x_z^{\text{max}} \) following [9]. However, we also add to the cost function a terminal cost as well as a few penalty terms to overcome some model limitations. The objective function reads:

\[
\sum_{k=0}^{K} \left( \sum_{z \in Z} \frac{x_z(k)^2}{x_z^{\text{max}}} + \rho J_z(k) \right) + \beta J_g + \gamma J_G + a J_{\text{RDT}}, \tag{9}
\]

with \( J_{\text{RDT}} \) the terminal cost defined as:

\[
J_{\text{RDT}} = \sum_{z \in Z} \sum_{d \in D} N(z, d)x_z^d(K), \tag{10}
\]

where \( N(z, d) \) is the distance between link \( z \) and \( d \), the only term in the objective that weights differently each commodity. The penalty terms \( J_z(k), J_g, J_G \) are defined as follows:

\[
J_z(k) = \max_z \left( \frac{x_z(k)}{x_z^{\text{max}}} \right), \quad z \in Z, \tag{11}
\]

\[
J_g = \sum_{j \in J, i \in F} \max_k \left| \left( g_{j,i}(k+1) - g_{j,i}(k) \right) \right|, \tag{12}
\]

\[
J_G = \sum_{z \in Z, d \in D, m \in O_j, d \in D} \max_k \left| \left| G_{z,m}^d(k+1) - G_{z,m}^d(k) \right| \right|. \tag{13}
\]

The terminal cost \( J_{\text{RDT}} \) is introduced in order to weight potential costs in the period \([K+1, \infty)\) based on the state of the system at the final step of the prediction horizon, i.e., at \( k = K \). Prescribing the terminal cost adequately allows the controller to achieve satisfactory performance with a shorter prediction horizon [23]–[25]. Observe from (10) that the product \( N(z, d)x_z^d(K) \) is the expected distance that vehicles at link \( z \) heading to destination \( d \) have to travel to reach their destination. Since the goal is to bring the vehicles to their destinations, we define the terminal cost based on the remaining distance to be traveled (RDT). This encourages the controller to plan the actions so as to reach step \( K \) with vehicles as close as possible to their intended destinations.

The penalty terms \( J_z, J_g, J_G \) are added to mitigate two key modelling challenges that would, otherwise, require complex non-linear formulations leading to non-convex optimization.

The first challenge concerns the holding back problem [4], [26], [27], which refers to the violation of the flow maximization principle. This principle states that drivers attempt to drive at maximum speed as long as it does not violate any constraint imposed by the prevailing traffic conditions, meaning that one or more upper or lower constraints will be binding. However, in the pursued multi-commodity formulation a control action \( G_{z,m}^d(k) \) is possible such that \( \sum_{m \in O_j, d \in D} G_{z,m}^d(k) < \sum_{i \in V, j \in J} g_{j,i}(k) \) (see (7)), \( q_{\text{out},z}^d(k) < x_z^d(k) \) (i.e., there is enough demand to discharge more vehicles), and \( x_m < x_m^{\text{max}} \forall m \in O_j \) (i.e., all downstream links can accept more vehicles).

In other words, this control action attempts to hold vehicles in link \( z \) in a situation where vehicles have r.o.w. (i.e., green-time) and enough storage space in the downstream link to proceed. In case of congested traffic this situation may occur in the model, so as to avoid queue spill back further downstream. However, this would not happen in practice as vehicles would be able to proceed.

The second challenge concerns the first-in-first-out (FIFO) discipline across different commodities [11], [28]. In the pursued multi-commodity modelling, the green-time allocated to link \( z \), \( \sum_{i \in V, j \in J} g_{j,i}(k) \), can be freely distributed to any combination of \( G_{z,m}^d \) regardless of the order they entered in \( z \), or of the current state, \( x_z^d \). For instance, consider a single-lane link \( z \) where there are \( x_z^{d_1} \) and \( x_z^{d_2} \) vehicles heading to destinations \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \), respectively, queued in random order. Based on the multi-commodity model, it could be beneficial to first discharge vehicles heading to \( d_1 \) and afterwards discharge the vehicles heading to \( d_2 \). Again, this would not happen in practice because, roughly, vehicles must be discharged in the same order they entered the link.

When assessing control actions of the rolling horizon controller for different initial conditions we observed two common occurrences during simulations that revealed these limitations. Occasionally, priority was given to one commodity on the first steps of the horizon, whereas the other commodity was discharged in later steps of the horizon, characterizing a first-in-first-out violation. The holding back was observed in occasions in which one link yielded low outflow during the first steps of the horizon, leading to higher queues, followed by a sudden increase of outflow in the same link on later steps of the horizon. Therefore, both effects are linked to the following: (i) high variation of flows in a given link for a given commodity along the prediction horizon due to both FIFO violation (i.e., high flow when a commodity is prioritized; low otherwise) and the holding back problem; (ii) large queues along with low flows due to the holding back problem.

The approach to mitigate these problems was to penalize these two occurrences in the objective function by discouraging high variation of flows along the horizon and also for large queues. Specifically, we define the penalty on variations of effective green times, denoted as \( J_G \), and stage times, denoted \( J_g \). We also added a penalty on the value of the maximum queue, \( J_z \), since the holding back is also associated to large queues on the first steps of the prediction horizon. Note that \( J_z \) represents a penalty on the longest queue at time step \( k \), thereby avoiding the risk of queue spill backs specially when it is not avoided by the terms in the inner summation of (9). These three measures proved effective in mitigating the described challenges in macroscopic traffic flow modelling.

3) Overall Formulation: The control actions are obtained from the solution of an optimal control problem involving the objective function (9), the conservation equation (3), model constraints (1), (2), (4)–(8), and the given initial state. The
complete formulation of the control problem reads:

\[
\min_{\mathbf{G}_{t,m}^{d,k,j}} \mathcal{J} = \sum_{k=0}^{K} \left( \sum_{z \in Z} x_z k^2 \frac{k^2}{x_z} + \rho \mathcal{J}_z(k) \right) + \beta \mathcal{J}_e + \gamma \mathcal{J}_d + \alpha \mathcal{J}_{RDT}
\]

subject to: (1)–(8),

\[x_z^k(0) = x_z^{V2I,d}(0) \quad \text{given } \forall z \in Z, d \in D,\]

\[a^d_z(0) \quad \text{given } \forall z \in Z, d \in D.\]

where \(x_z^{V2I,d}(0)\) is the current state of the network obtained via V2I communication (see Section III-C for more information).

The mathematical program (14) corresponds to a convex quadratic programming problem with linear constraints. Convexity ensures that the problem is computationally tractable even for large-scale networks involving thousand of variables and constraints. Nevertheless, to speed up the computational time, we transform the quadratic cost \(x_z^k(k)/x_z^\max\) into a piecewise linear function by means of separable programming [29], so that the problem can be solved by linear programming with simplex or interior point methods [30]. Also, the max operator in \(\mathcal{J}_z(k), \mathcal{J}_e,\) and \(\mathcal{J}_d\) are implemented by creating an auxiliary variable and adding a constraint for each element within the max operator and then adding the auxiliary variable into the objective. We refer to [29] for further details.

The control is implemented via a rolling horizon scheme [23]. At a given control time step \(k_0\), the initial state, \(x_z^d(k_0)\), and demand predictions \(a^d_z(k_0), \ldots, a^d_z(k_0 + K - 1)\) are obtained. The controller computes the optimal control sequence for the next \(K - 1\) steps, i.e., from step \(k_0\) to \(k_0 + K - 1\), as the solution of (14). Only the first step of the control sequence is implemented. In the next time step, \(k_0 + 1\), the same procedure is performed shifted one step in time, i.e., from step \(k_0 + 1\) to \(k_0 + 1 + K - 1\), and only the first element of the new control sequence is implemented, and so forth.

C. Implementation and Tuning

For the solution of the convex optimization problem (14) via rolling horizon, reliable information on the arrival rates \(a^d_z\) and initial states \(x_z^d(0)\) at every \(T = C\) is needed. Assuming V2I communication, arriving vehicles at link \(z\) will be able to report their final destination in order for the infrastructure to gather information on the arriving flows, \(a^d_z\), and number of vehicles, \(x_z^{V2I,d}(0)\). Reporting of the final destination can be done only once or whenever the final destination \(d \in D\) is changed. In any case the infrastructure will be able to know in real-time the number of vehicles within each link of the network via V2I. If this is not the case, inductive-loop detectors and historical information (e.g., OD data) can be used to observe the state of the system via appropriate extrapolation and estimation methods (see, e.g., [9]).

The routing information should be transmitted from the infrastructure to the individual vehicles via V2I. We assume that all drivers follow the suggested route. To this end, we propose a scheme to operationalize routing information to individual vehicles with the downstream link being provided and updated upon entrance in a new link. Precisely, we define operational turning rate probabilities at every link \(z\) based on the effective greens resulting from the solution of (14):

\[
l_{x,m}^{op,d} = \frac{q_{x,m}^d(0)}{\sum_{i \in O_j} q_{x,i}^d(0)}, \quad j = j_z^D.
\]

Every vehicle entering link \(z\) heading to destination \(d\) will be routed through link \(m\) with probability \(l_{x,m}^{op,d}\). This probability remains the same until the next control action is computed on the next traffic cycle. Since our strategy does not require high frequency message exchanges—the vehicle communicates its destination and the road side unit responds informing the next link of the vehicle path, we do not impose any specific type of communication infrastructure. Essentially, the communication between a vehicle and the infrastructure is required at every link transition. Therefore, a practical implementation would require a road side unit at every intersection or at every link with the communication range spanning the link length.

The proposed multi-commodity formulation brings along three additional weights \(\beta, \gamma\), and \(\rho\) on the penalty terms, and the weight \(\alpha\) on the terminal cost. The (control and prediction) horizon \(K\) is also a key tuning parameter.

The basic guideline for adjusting the parameters \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma\), and \(\rho\) is to first set them to zero, solve the problem, and then adjust their values based on a qualitative analysis of the results by recording all initial states and the controller outputs along the horizon. Then, repeat this process with the new values until a satisfactory result is reached. Some guidelines are:

1) \(\alpha\) should be increased whenever the flows for all or most commodities in the last step of the horizon are substantially smaller than in the earlier steps;
2) \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) should be increased if the computed control actions; show variations over the prediction horizon;
3) \(\rho\) should be increased whenever large queues are observed in a few links whereas substantially smaller queues occur in neighboring links.

The penalties on high variations along the horizon are designed to mitigate the FIFO violation and holding back problems. The penalty on the largest queues attempts to avoid the queue spillback in critical links.

Finally, the adjustment of the prediction horizon also relies on a trial-and-error procedure. In the absence of modeling errors, the horizon needs to be chosen as a trade-off of CPU-time (which increase as \(K\) increases) and performance (generally higher as \(K\) increases). Since the proposed formulation is a coarse approximation of the actual dynamics, a better performance is not necessarily expected as the horizon \(K\) grows. On the other hand, the horizon should be long enough for the controller to be sensitive to the impact of vehicles reaching their destination, thereby reducing \(x_z^d\) in all links and, as a consequence, also reducing the objective function. For the proposed formulation, this would be guaranteed if the horizon, \(K\), is equal to the number of links of the longest OD pair.

D. Alternative Formulations

The integrated multi-commodity approach can be adapted to work as only signal control or only routing.
1) Signal Control Only: the single-commodity traffic signal strategy [9] assumes turning rates are fixed or known beforehand. In the multi-commodity case, we can benefit from information obtained via V2I communication and assume destination specific turning rates, which can be fixed or estimated in real-time. Assuming fixed turning rates, $t_{\text{fix}}^{d}$, we can add:

$$d_{z,m}^{d}(k) = t_{\text{fix}}^{d} d_{g_{z,m}}^{d}(k), \ z \in S_Z, \ d \in D,$$

(16)

to the problem constraints.

In terms of control variables, the signal control-only case is similar to the one by [9] in which the ultimate control variables are the stage green-times and phases with the difference being the use the information about the vehicles destination. Potentially, the use of more detailed information can lead to better performance. However, the multi-commodity formulation leads to significantly higher computational times compared to the single-commodity formulation. Nevertheless, the problem is still convex and mathematically tractable.

2) Routing Only: a route control can also be derived from this model. In this case the controller can still change the commodity green times, $G_{z,m}^{d}$, but cannot change the stages green time, $g_{j,i}$. Similar to the previous case, assuming fixed stage times, $g_{j,i}^{\text{fix}}$, equality constraints are added on the stages:

$$g_{j,i}(k) = g_{j,i}^{\text{fix}}, \ j \in J, \ i \in F_j.$$

(17)

In that case, the controller is able to change the commodity green, $G_{z,m}^{d}$ as long as (7) holds.

IV. APPLICATION AND RESULTS

We evaluate the proposed control strategy with microscopic simulator Aimsun [31]. Three sizes of a grid network are simulated with time varying demands. The results are compared to the single-commodity approach proposed by [9].

A. Grid Networks

The three modelled networks are depicted in Fig. 2. Nodes represent intersections, and arcs represent links and their respective directions. Each link label is obtained by the concatenation of the labels of the nodes it connects, including labels from sink and source nodes (not in the figure). Dashed perimeters delimit each network (Fig. 2), referred to as large (L) with 20 intersections, 9 origins and 9 destinations (black area); medium (M) with 16 intersections, 8 origins and 8 destinations (dark gray area); and small (S) - 12 intersections, 7 origins and 7 destinations (light gray area).

All intersections are signalized, each with two incoming links and two outgoing links. All links are single lane with length $l = 500$ m, and a saturation flow rate $s = 2000$ veh/h. Each incoming link is served by one stage; the first stage gives r.o.w. to horizontal links in the figure and the second stage to the vertical ones. The minimum stage time is 20 s, the yellow time is 3 s, and the clearance red is 2 s. The default simulator values were kept for all driving behavior parameters.

B. Demand

We designed a time-varying traffic demand that allows for the demonstration of the effect of the controller on signal times and routing of vehicles (Table II). The Dynamic Traffic Assignment feature of Aimsun was disabled for all simulations. When routing was enabled, vehicles were routed on a link-by-link basis as computed by the control strategy, otherwise destination-specific turning rates were defined offline for each link based on pre-defined routes. For some routes, the demand is slightly above capacity. However, a routing for which the demand can be supplied exists in all cases.

Besides the origin-destination (OD) pairs with only through movements (e.g., OD pairs $(2122, 2627)$, $(1222, 5262)$, etc.) that have a constant flow of 400 veh/h, six more OD pairs with time-varying demands were defined in time slices of 20 min (Table II).

Figure 3(a) depicts the possible routes for OD pairs $(2122, 4647)$, $(3736, 2313)$, $(6353, 3231)$ by bold coloured links. The first OD pair has three possible routes (all with the same length), while the other two have only one possible route each. The highlighted nodes show the intersections that have their capacity affected by the combination of the flows in the routes of OD pair $(2122, 4647)$ with OD pairs $(3736, 2313)$ and $(6353, 3231)$, thus calling for new signal timings and rerouting of vehicles in OD pair $(2122, 4647)$ when real-time control is enabled. Figure 3(b) sketches the demand profiles for the three OD pairs (not routes) for time 0 to 40 min. Clearly, the high demands for OD pairs $(3736, 2313)$ and $(6353, 3231)$ occur for different periods of time, thus giving the opportunity of routing vehicles in OD pair $(2122, 4647)$ through different intersections (with different signal timings) in the two periods of time when under real-time control. Analogous effect is produced by the flows in remaining OD pairs in Table II.

For the scenarios without real-time routing the flows were split evenly between alternative routes with equal lengths for a given OD pair (e.g., the three routes of OD pair $(2122, 4647)$ in Fig. 3(a)). We acknowledge that this route assignment is simple, but deemed fair under real-time signal control. However, it is not the purpose of this article to find the
optimal timing considering route choice dynamics under User Equilibrium (UE). Rather, the purpose is to assess whether the controller will respond adequately for changes in real time. As a matter of fact, traffic signal control strategies at large, implicitly or explicitly, assume fixed routes. Since the signal times change dynamically, the UE is not known beforehand. Achieving Dynamic User Equilibrium is challenging due to transient nature of traffic, especially when considering a relatively small control horizon [5].

C. Control Strategies

Three control strategies were tested for each network size: the rolling-horizon controller proposed by [9] based on the single-commodity formulation (QPC), and the rolling-horizon controllers based on the multi-commodity formulation with only signal enabled (MCS) and with integrated signal control and routing (MCR). The cycle time equals 100 s and is fixed for all intersections in all control scenarios. The offsets were optimized offline using Transyt-10 [32].

The GLPK LP solver [33] was used for obtaining the control action for the multi-commodity approaches (MCS and MCR) and CVXOPT [34] was used to compute the control actions for the single-commodity case (QPC).

Results are reported for horizons of 2, 5, and 8 cycles. In the QPC case there are no adjustable parameters. For the MCS and MCR cases the parameters were manually adjusted following the basic guidelines outlined in Section III-C for each case, since the weights are sensitive to the number of commodities and horizon, resulting in $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ in the range 1–10, $\beta$ in the range 250–300, and $\rho$ at around 50. Demand predictions were taken as the current value for the whole horizon, i.e., constant.

D. Results

The three grid networks (Section IV-A) were simulated with the designed demand (Section IV-B) for each of the selected control strategies (Section IV-C). The considered traffic performance metrics are: delay (s/km), space-mean speed (km/h), and total time spent (TTS) (veh·h) in the network. Table III summarizes the obtained results averaged over ten replications (simulation runs) with different seeds.

The results for the three networks are consistent despite their differences in size. The MCR strategy always outperforms the others strategies irrespective of the chosen horizon since it was able to manage the routes based on the incoming demand.
When we consider each strategy alone and compare the results for the three simulated horizons, the best results of QPC occurred for $K = 2$ cycles (used as the base scenario) and the best results for MCS and MCR occurred for $K = 5$ cycles. For the horizons that lead to better results, the two strategies without routing (QPC and MCS) yield similar performance.

1) Average Density: Figure 4 depicts the network average densities of the best performance MCR ($K = 5$ cycles), MCS ($K = 5$ cycles) and QPC ($K = 2$ cycles) for the L network. The vertical dashed lines indicate the time instants of demand changes (Table II). Observe that a slight increase in the network density occurs for the MCR strategy following the demand shift. Nevertheless, the controller adapts and the network density reduces. Overall, the MCR strategy is able to keep lower density for most of the simulation. The lowest density is reflected by an increased throughput of MCR over QPC. Also note that once the demand drops, every strategy yields similar performance. This is expected since under low demands, the optimal routes are simply the shortest paths.

2) Routing: recall from Fig. 3 (Section IV-B) that it is expected that vehicles in the OD pair (2122, 4647) use routes that do not interfere with vehicles in the OD pair (3736, 2313) or in the OD pair (6353, 3231) when the demand in these pairs are high. Analogous reasoning apply for the other OD pairs.

The expected behavior was observed in all MCR cases. Figure 5 shows both the turning rates of vehicles from link 2122 to link 2223 towards destination 4647 for one replication of the L network due to MCR and MCS with $K = 5$ cycles, and QPC with $K = 2$ cycles. 

4) Computational Efficiency: We also measured the average CPU-time (s) necessary for the computation of the control sequences at each cycle for MCR, MCS and QPC. A PC with processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-45780 CPU 3.2 GHz clock under Ubuntu 17.10 operating system was used. The average computation times per cycle are depicted in Fig. 7.
The two multi-commodity strategies have higher computational time because of the higher number of variables involved. The QPC strategy has one effective green-time per link per time-step and two inequality constraints for its upper and lower bounds. On the other hand, the MCR and MCS strategy have effective green-time for every combination of destination and downstream link which leads to a significantly higher number of variables and inequality constraints.

Nevertheless the CPU times are suitable for the intended application. Even for the larger prediction horizon considered ($K = 8$ cycles) and the larger network (20 intersections), it takes less than half of the cycle time ($C = 100$ s) to compute the control action both for MCR and MCS. Note that MCS requires a slightly higher computation time than MCR due to the additional constraints. In practice, the control computation would start some forty seconds before the end of the current cycle so as to have the control actions available before the beginning of the next cycle.

V. CONCLUSION

A method for integrated signal control and routing of connected vehicles based on the multi-commodity store-and-forward model was presented. The rolling horizon controller based on the new formulation enabled handling routing in addition to signal timings. The method is specifically suitable for connected vehicles since it requires communication between the vehicle and the infrastructure, but no vehicle automation feature is required. The method is computationally efficient thanks to the convexity of the macroscopic modeling proposed.

Micro-simulation runs for grid networks of three sizes, varying demands and for different values of prediction horizon were performed to evaluate the method. The results showed that the proposed strategy outperforms the single-commodity QPC control by [9] and that it could effectively manage signal times and routing. The results indicate that the real-time application of the methods is practicable using standard equipment and open-source general solvers [33].

For future work, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed method in realistic networks with field observed demands and routes obtained from available data sets such as [35]. Scenarios in which not all vehicles are connected should be investigated as well. In addition, more general methods to handle some of the modelling challenges, especially with respect to first-in-first-out violation and holding back problem, could be investigated. Distributed networked control methods may be attempted to handle larger networks [36] as well as automated methods to ease the tuning of the control parameters [37].
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Fig. 7. Average computation times per cycle for the solution of the MCR, MCS and QPC optimization problems.


